Leave balances for employees transferring from other State Agencies/Institutions to the University of Colorado Denver | Anschutz Medical Campus

- Classified to Classified – accept all sick and vacation balances

- Classified to University Staff and Faculty (PRA & 12 month Faculty)
  - Sick – accept all balances
  - Vacation – department’s discretion to negotiate the number of hours, if any, to be transferred

- University Staff to University Staff
  - Sick – accept all balances
  - Vacation – department’s discretion to negotiate the number of hours, if any, to be transferred

- University Staff to Faculty (PRA & 12 month Faculty)
  - Sick – accept all balances
  - Vacation – department’s discretion to negotiate the number of hours, if any, to be transferred

- University Staff to Classified
  - Sick – accept all balances
  - Vacation – accept all balances unless employee chooses to be paid out by other state agency

- Faculty (PRA & 12 month Faculty) to University Staff
  - Sick – accept all balances
  - Vacation – department’s discretion to negotiate the number of hours, if any, to be transferred

- Faculty (PRA & 12 month Faculty) to Classified
  - Sick – accept all balances
  - Vacation – department’s discretion to negotiate the number of hours, if any, to be transferred

- Faculty (PRA & 12 month Faculty) to Faculty (PRA & 12 month Faculty)
  - Sick – accept all balances
  - Vacation – department’s discretion to negotiate the number of hours, if any, to be transferred